Don’t Let Hidden Spending Sink Your Budget

A fact of nature: Icebergs are far larger than they appear to the naked eye. Virtually all of these frozen mountains have 90 percent or more of their girth submerged and unseen.

The spending a healthcare organization performs is similar: hidden costs, due to multiple vendors, additional freight charges, unnecessary amounts of purchase orders, and overall inefficient practices, can eat up vast amounts of dollars. Many facilities are largely unaware how much money is lost.

ValuePlus® is a complimentary service designed to greatly reduce these hidden costs, and help healthcare organizations maximize their product spend as efficiently and professionally as they treat their patients. By taking advantage of ValuePlus®, healthcare organizations can achieve their patient-safety goals, ensure best practices are implemented and meet the regulatory compliance standards they demand.

Product Cost
- Freight
- Excessive Purchase Orders
- Multiple Vendor Relations
- Random Purchasing
- Low Efficiency
- Joint Commission Fines
- HAI

Discover the benefits of ValuePlus®. Contact Us Today at 800.435.4242.